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Introduction

Creating a new source of income is one of the most important
things you can do for yourself and your family.

In fact, at the top of my head, I can give you a few ideas on how to
make money online.

Be a consultant

Run seminars

Create an audio course

Create an online course

Sell freelance services

Sell products online

And a lot more!
But what I’m going to show you today is one of my favorite ways
to make money online.

If you’re a beginner, then this is also one of the best ways to get
started online.

You don’t need any skills, experience or any authority in the niches
that you’ll promote.

What you need is to just follow the system that I’m going to teach
you.

Now, I can’t guarantee that you’ll make $1,000 on your first
month, or even if you’ll make any money at all.

But I can tell you from experience that I’ve watched a 22 yr. old



from Brazil made $3,000 on his first website… and that’s just in 2
weeks.

Obviously, I have no “screenshot” or “income proof” for this
claim, so you just gotta trust me on this.
And even if you think I’m full of shit, still, it’s okay!

Because I want to prove you wrong if you think that way.

Today, I will show you how you can make money by promoting
product launches online.

You don’t need to buy the product so you don’t need to invest
thousands of dollars just to review it.

What you need is at least a minimum of $50.

$20 for the website.

$10 for some extra content.

$20 for SEO backlinks.

Then for the bonus that you will giveaway to your customers, you
won’t really need to spend money until you get your commission.
So I consider that free.
Here’s how the whole process works in a nutshell.

Step 1 – You’ll find a product to sell and then you’ll sign up as an
affiliate

Step 2 – You’ll create a WordPress website

Step 3 – You’ll create a written review

Step 4 – You’ll giveaway an awesome bonus to encourage them to
buy only from your affiliate link



Step 5 – You’ll send some SEO backlinks to rank your website

Let’s start with step 1 shall we?



Chapter 1 – Promoting Product Launches

The first step in finding a product to promote is to know where to
look for.

Here are the best resources to use for product research.

1 – JVZOO

I love http://jvzoo.com/ because it’s one of the most organized
affiliate broker available in the market right now.

They send notification when new products are coming and they
also give marketing materials to help affiliates promote the
products.

2 – MUNCHEYE

http://muncheye.com/
This one is purely internet marketing as far as I know. Go sign up
in their notification list so you’ll have a heads up and advantage
when you promote something from mucheye.

3 – JVNOTIFYPRO

Another resource to use is JVNOTIFYPRO.

http://v3.jvnotifypro.com/account/

I like jvnotifypro because they not only have a list of great products
to sell, they also have a community of affiliates willing to share
tactics and help each other.

4 – AFFILIATE SEARCH (the best method)

This is the one tactics that most people actually never bothered to
do.

http://jvzoo.com/
http://muncheye.com/
http://v3.jvnotifypro.com/account/


They just focus on currently available product launch list and never
get out and think outside the box.

In order to find hidden launches, you need be in the notification list
of a various websites depending on what topic you’re trying to
promote.

The key is to use Google to your advantage.

What I always do is search for a niche/topic and then add the words
“JV”, “product launch” and “affiliates.”

E.g.



By doing these searches, I am able to sign up for notification for
some websites that others may not consider.

Sure, some of these websites may never launch another product,
but it’s still better to be the first to get notified just in case they do.

All of these methods of product research works. You just have to
try what works best for you.

CRITERIA



When you’re choosing a product to promote, you need to keep
these things in mind.

I created a 7-point criteria that you can use as a guide for your
research.

Aim for at least 5 out of 7 before you pick a product to sell.
1 – There must be an enticing sales video that makes you want to
buy the product yourself

2 – Commission is at least $100 (including the upsells)

3 – It must not be the product creator’s first product launch

4 – There must be other people reviewing the product on their own
website as well (competition only means that the product is worth
reviewing).

5- The product should have up-sells and down-sells if the price is
less than $100.

6 – The product creator must have a good reputation and he
shouldn’t have any past records of scam.

7 – You must know a little but about the topic. Familiarize yourself
a little bit about your category so you’ll have an easier time
reviewing the product.
Once you chose your product, go sign up as an affiliate and then
start creating the list of keywords that you may want to rank for on
Google.

KEYWORD RESEARCH

Aim for 5 keywords that you may want to rank for.

Simply follow these formulas when choosing your keywords.



Product name + reviews
Product name + review
Product name + bonus
Product name + scam
Product creator’s name + product name
Product creator’s name + product name review
Product creator’s name + scam
Product creator’s name
Product name

So if your chosen product name is

“Supernova Weight Loss by Andrew Tabolt
”, your keywords would be…

Supernova Weight Loss review
Supernova Weight Loss reviews
Supernova Weight Loss scam?
Supernova Weight Loss Andrew Tabolt
Supernova Weight Loss by Andrew Tabolt
Supernova Weight Loss
Andrew Tabolt



Chapter 2 – Creating a WordPress Website

Creating a WordPress site is actually pretty easy to do.

If you can count from 1 to 20, then you can follow my instructions.

Here are the steps to creating your own WordPress website.

Note: You can also outsource this part of you want. But in the
beginning, I highly recommend that you do it yourself first so you
can learn how websites work.

REGISTER A DOMAIN

Go to http://GoDaddy.com
Feel free to use other domain registrar if you want to.

Choose a domain name that matches your product name plus add
some words like “review, bonus, product creator’s name, reviews
etc.”

I only use .COM, .ORG and .NET

E.g.

FOREXDOMINATORREVIEW.COM
FOREXDOMINATORREVIEWS.ORG
FOREXDOMINATORBONUS.COM

HOSTING SET-UP

http://hostgator.com

Go to Hosgator and choose the Hatchling or Baby Plan if you’re

just getting started.

http://godaddy.com/
http://hostgator.com/


Got the hosting plan? Great!

Now, we want to connect our GoDaddy account or any domain

registrar that we have to our hosting account. We’ll do this by

connecting “nameservers”.

CONNECTING NAME SERVERS

Log-in to your GoDaddy account and choose your domain that

you’ve just registered a while ago.

Click Manage. Then Click your website URL.



See the name servers above? Click “Manage” as well.
It will open a small page where you will click “Edit Nameservers”

Go log into your CPANEL. You should see your log in information
by looking at the email send by hosgator.

If you can’t find your cpanel then email your hosting registrar.

Once you log in, you should see your name servers.

Copy and paste these on godaddy’s name server.



Click OK.

Your domain name and hostgator are now connected.

It shouldn’t take more than 15 minutes to work.

INSTALL WORDPRESS

Go log in to your cpanel and install wordpress.

Click Install and Input the necessary details afterwards.
Once you got it installed, go to this link:
http://yoursitename.com/wp-login
Sometimes, it won’t load or it will give you an error page.
This simply means your domain and hosting are still “talking” to
each other and is still in the process of pagination.

http://yoursitename.com/wp-login


If it gives you the log in page already then go on and log in on your
newly installed wordpress site.

Now, choose a theme that matches your topic.

In the Appearance tab on the left. Click Themes.
Choose the Theme that you want, Click Add and Click Install

I recommend that you use one pager themes.

In your WordPress account. Hover in to the left side and
Click on SETTINGS then General.    

Input your website title. This could be your Company Name or the
main keyword that you are targeting.

Ex. Let’s say that I’m targeting people who are searching for
Affilaite Jet Set Review. Then I will make my site title “Affiliate Jet
Set Review | Is It a Scam?”

For the Tagline , I will input and explanation of what the site is
about. Then click on save changes below.

Next, Click on Permalink on the left side of Settings.



Click “Custom Structure” and type /%postname%/

Or simply click “Post Name” and Save Changes.

Next click the “Pages” tab on the left side of your wordpress
admin.
Tick the “sample page” post – select move to trash then APPLY.

Go on and install these plug ins to your website.

1. Wordpress SEO – For OnPage Seo
2. Jet Pack – For mobile seo optimization

3.    W3 Total Cache – For faster loading websites
4.    Google XML Sitemaps -  For indexing purposes
5.    Video XML Sitemap Generator -  to get easily indexed by
Google
6.    Google Analytics – Traffic count

Click INSTALL and then ACTIVATE.

-    - -  - -  - -

Before you write your review, I high recommend that you hire an
outsourcer on Fiverr to write 2 articles for you that is related to
your topic.



You need to have at least 2 articles posted 1 week apart so you can
spread the “SEO link juice” on your website.

I use FIVERR.COM for this.



Chapter 3 – Writing Your Review

We humans learn best through examples.

So I decided to teach how to write a review by dissecting a
successful product launch affiliate website.

The product is called Super Affiliate System by John Crestani

http://jefflenney.com/product-reviews/john-crestani-super-affiliate-
system-review/

Here’s the breakdown of the whole process.

A – TITLE

For the title, put the product name + product creator.

If you can add a decent image, then do it.

This one has a picture of John on a Lambo.

This one is effective because most internet marketing crowd wants
to live the freedom lifestyle and a Lambo really shows that lifestyle
in action.

http://jefflenney.com/product-reviews/john-crestani-super-affiliate-system-review/


B - INTRODUCTION

For the introduction, just give a brief overview of what the product
is all about.

Also, tell them what you’re going to tell them.

What are you going to reveal in this review?

C – GENERAL OVERVIEW

The next step is to give them more information about the product.
This time, you will go into more details and show what is actually
on the product’s content/membership area.

D  - DETAILED LOOK



The next step is a more detailed look into each module.

In step 3, you show them the modules in the course. In step 4 ,
you’ll give them a little more look into each modules.

Are there any sub-module?
What is being discussed in each module?

D.1 – PROS AND CONS

There are no Pros and Cons in this review but I highly recommend
that you put one.



For the pros, try to focus on the benefits that they will get. What
are they going to gain when they join the training? Give them an
incentive to know why is it a good product to use.

For the cons, I normally just put minor things like:

1 – The price is $5 more expensive that the competition

2 – I found that 2 videos doesn’t have the mp3 version yet but I
contacted the product creator and he told me that it’s being
uploaded at the moment.

E – Summary

Then give a summary of the whole review.

Do you recommend it?

Yes?

To who? Why?

Do you not recommend it?

Why not?



F – BONUS

Some affiliate marketers don’t give bonus and some do.

On the next chapter, I’ll teach you the best bonuses to give to your
customers.

Here are more examples of affiliate websites to study, copy and get
inspiration from.

http://www.languageofdesires.com/language-of-lust-review/

Study this one, it’s clean and it converts.

http://www.omgmachinesx.org/

Another awesome one.

http://www.languageofdesires.com/language-of-lust-review/
http://www.omgmachinesx.org/


http://www.viperchill.com/source-phoenix-review/

http://aworkathomebusinesses.com/omg-machines-review-is-this-
just-another-shiny-object/

http://www.affiliateproductreview.com/affiliate-millionaire-club-
review/

http://www.viperchill.com/source-phoenix-review/
http://aworkathomebusinesses.com/omg-machines-review-is-this-just-another-shiny-object/
http://www.affiliateproductreview.com/affiliate-millionaire-club-review/


Chapter 4 – Goosebumps Giveaway

You don’t necessarily have to shock them with a heart stopping
bonus for them to buy from you.

You just have to give them the right bonus at the right price.

Remember, you will not give these bonuses away unless you
already receive your commission and the refund period is
already over.

By doing this, you can avoid people buying just to get the bonus
from you and then refunding afterwards.

These are the best bonuses according to what you’re earning per
sale.

COMMISSION OF:

1 - $50 and below

For low priced products, Amazon giftcards works best. They will
feel like they’re getting free money here (which they do).

I will giveaway giftcards between $5-$20.

Sure, I will cut my commission in half, but I won’t get that
commission anyway if I’m not giving away bonuses.

2 - $50-$200



Amazon gift cards and Kindle readers.

At the $200 commission mark, I like giving away Kindle readers.

The cheapest one will do.

I think it’s around $70 on Amazon.

I will also add some SEO packages that I will buy from
KONKER.IO which usually at around $10-$20 only. I will then tell
them that the value of that SEO package is $100. You’re not
exactly lying because SEO package can be pretty hard to quantify.

3 - $300 - $500

Kindle readers, iPod shuffle, SEO packages and some consulting
packages are the best at this commission range.

4 – Around $1,000

At this commission range, I like to giveaway $100 Amazon gift
cards, iPod music players, SEO packages, Kindle readers and then



the mother load…

The IPAD or the IPAD MINI.

For some reason, customers love to get an apple product as part of
the bonus.

If there’s one bonus that will outsell them all, then it must be the
iPad.

Obviously, you don’t need to give all of these bonus away.

If I’m earning $1,000, I will happily spend the $500 for bonuses.

5 - $1,000-$3,000 and above

At this range, I will give away the bonuses that I mention from 1 to
4 or I can just give them one expensive laptop.

The MACBOOK.



This one is also a game changer at this price range.

We all know that you can’t compete just yet with the big gurus.

So why not just giveaway something they can use every day?

A MacBook is the perfect “goosebumps giveaway” at this
commission range.
Chapter 5 – 5 Minute SEO

After creating your website and writing your review, you just need
to hire somebody else to throw seo backlinks to your site.

Good news for you, it’s actually super easy to do.

Got 5 minutes?

Great.

I always use KONKER.IO to rank my websites fast.

What I would do is get at least one $10-$20 services for each of
these category:

1 – Social Signals

2 – PBN

3 – Backlinks

http://www.konker.io/

http://www.konker.io/


I would hire someone who has at least 50 5-star reviews.

Make sure that you read some of the customer reviews first before
you hire him.

But in general, I trust people from KONKER.IO because most of
these sellers are actually SEO experts who just wants extra income.

Once you hire one per category, you will then need to pass him
your website url and the keyword/s you want to rank for.

He will provide the rest of the instructions for you.

If you’re promoting a product launch at mid-level (commission at
$100 or less), you can expect to rank in 2 weeks or less.
However, some products at around $1,000 commission will take
more time since a lot people are targeting it already.

If you’re early in the party (2 months before launch), then even
these kind of launches will be easier to rank.



And that’s it. I told you it’ll be quick and easy.



Conclusion

Thank you for giving this book a read.

Hopefully, you’re now confident to take action and to finally start
making money online.

I can assure you that not everything will go according to plan.

You may not rank faster than you intended.

The product launch may turn out to be a dud.

The creator might be a fraud.

And every little thing that can go wrong may go wrong.

So what?

Just keep going.

You learn from your mistakes and you just keep learning.

Eventually, you’ll hit a consistent income and you can do this full-
time if you choose to.

Good luck!
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Introduction

I have to be honest with you.

This book is not for everyone.

This book is not a get rich quick.

This book is definitely not for experienced online sellers.

I wrote this book for only one kind of people.

Those are the beginners who don’t have any business experience and are
looking for extra income.

If you’re not that kind of guy/gal, then please do yourself a favor and go
refund your money now.

This book will also be short and straight forward.

Treat this as a guide where I’ll teach you in a step by step manner, how to
make money on Ebay from start to finish.

On the next page, you’ll get a brief overview of how the whole process
works.

A.k.a. how you will make your money.

The Process

There are only 4 steps to follow and I will discuss all of these for you in
detail on each chapter.

1 – Beginner’s Intro

The first things you need to learn are the basics. This will be the shortest
chapter since I’m just gonna give you a brief explanation of how ebay works
and all that stuff.

2 – How to Find the Best Products

This is where the rubber meets the road.

This is the most important step because finding a great product will guarantee
that you’ll make money.



Do this one wrong and everything will fall into pieces.

3 – Creating an Ebay Listing

The next step is to create a product listing that will serve as your sales page.

Simply put, crappy listing =  crappy sales

Follow the instructions I’m going to teach you and you’ll be fine.

4 – Search Engine Optimization for Ebay

This will serve as the marketing boost for your ebay listing.

We can’t just rely on ebay itself, we need to get traffic from Google so we
can make more sales.

Implement the simple seo technique I’ll teach you and you’ll rank your ebay
page on Google, thus you’ll get more sales in the long run.



Chapter 1 – Beginner’s Intro

This will be the easiest step since these are just the basics.

If you are absolutely new to ebay then I want you to immediately do two
things.

A. Sign up for an Ebay seller account

B. Sign up for a Paypal Access Card

https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/accesscard-apply-premium

You will use this to pay your items to the sellers.

When you first sign up on Ebay, you will have a payment hold for 21 days or
until the buyer gives a feedback.

The best thing to do to lift this hold is to sell unwanted and unused cheap
items first to get some feedback from customers.

A new seller status will not garner as much attention or trust compared to a
non- new seller status.
You have to meet the following criteria first to change this status:

A. It’s been 90 days since your first sale
B.  Completed 25 domestic transactions
C.  You have $250 worth of transactions

Once you complete these criteria, your payment will no longer be placed on
hold and you’ll be able to sell high end and more expensive stuffs.

NOTE: New accounts have a selling limit of 10 items per month.
Immediately email or call Ebay’s customer service once you already got a
few sales. Ask them to increase your limits and tell them you have a few
more items that you want to sell.

https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/accesscard-apply-premium


According to Ebay, these are the …

Three simple steps to selling

1. List it. It's easy as taking pictures, describing your item, setting the

price, and selling.

2. Ship it. When your item sells, ship it to your buyer. Print with eBay

labels and get discounts on shipping.

3. Get paid. It's free to sign up for PayPal, the fast, easy, and safe way to

get paid on eBay.

http://pages.ebay.com/sellerinformation/learn-to-sell-online/



Chapter 2 – How to Find the Best Products

Now, this is where the real money making process begins.

Here are the best ways I know to find great products to resell on Ebay.

Amazon

There are millions of available products to get on Amazon.
Also, it’s a great place to get started since you can build your reputation
there.

The first thing that you need to do is to sign on Amazon Prime Trial. It’ll give
you free next day shipping on most items. Another awesome benefit is that it
has free gift wrap.

To find products on Amazon, start by digging deep into various categories.

Once you found your potential product to sell, go to ebay and see if that item
is selling at a higher price.

Go here to start looking at the top 100 categories.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/site-directory/ref=nav_shopall_fullstore

Choose a category that you like.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/site-directory/ref=nav_shopall_fullstore


And just browse on the top 100.
The screenshot below is basically the same product but with different
pictures.

(from Amazon)

On Ebay



It sells for $36.39 and roughly 13 bucks on Amazon.

After fees from paypal, amazon and ebay – you’ll probably get $15 profit
from each item you sold.
Also, remember, you will not buy your product on Amazon unless someone
order from you on Ebay!

So you really won’t lose any money at all.

Here’s another example.

This one sells for roughly $27 on Amazon…
Let’s look at Ebay to see if we will profit from this one.

It sells for $48 on Ebay… nice!
You can even lower the price for $38 and you’ll still be able make a profit.
Also, even if you only make just $3/item (easiest thing to do) you’ll still be



able to make a huge some in the long run.
Ebay gives you the snowball effect, once you get rollin’, you can start selling
more expensive products.

 Walmart

The next place to find products is Wal-Mart.
Also, you can sign up on DUBLI to get cash backs from your purchases.
You’ll save a lot over time by using DUBLI.
I usually find products over $50 so I can get free shipping.

This product cost $129 on WalMart

Let’s check it out on Ebay.



After considering the fees, payments etc.

The seller will make at least $25 on every item that he will be able to sell.

If you can sell 2 of this item per week then that’s a profit of $50.

Now, that doesn’t seem a lot of money. That’s only $200 per month. But
what if you can find more of these products? Find 4 more and that’s a total
profit of $1,000/month!
5 x 200 = 1,000

You can then expand all you want and make a small fortune by just repeating
the process.

Let us look at another product.

Let’s go to EBAY

This one sells for $28 on walmart and around 40 bucks on Ebay.



Your profit may end up as $10 or so. ($40-$28)

You can find hundreds of products on WalMart and sell them for a profit. If
you look hard enough, you can even discover products that can give you up
to $100 per item.

Other websites you can look up are:

Sears
Overstock
k-mart
Rakuten

 Banggood

One of the best websites to find items created in China is BANGGOOD.Com

Just like the other sites that I told you about, you can do the same and find
cheaper products and sell them on ebay for a profit.

I found the one below on banggood.com

It sell for $8.99  and on ebay?...
Let’s see…



Seems like a winner!
It sells for $15.76 and with over 221 sold, this is a proven winner!

15.76 – 8.99 – fees = $3 or so profit.

Let’s go find some product that can make us a good $10-20 profit.
Look at this one.
It sells for $80

and on Ebay…
BOOM!
That’s a good $15 or so profit.



I hope that you can see the possibilities of earning a full time income through
ebay!

Alibaba

One of the oldest but still effective ways to find products is through Alibaba.

I usually use Alibaba when I already found a profitable market. This is where
I order large batch of products to sell on Ebay.

Say you already found your market. It’s time to find suppliers for our desired
products.

For examples purposes, I chose the guitar niche.

While searching for electric guitar on Alibaba, I found this one

It sells for $55 - $169

Now let’s go to Ebay and see how much electric guitars are selling.



Look, this kind of guitar sells for $100.

If we can get it at $60 a piece, we could make a pretty decent amount of
profit selling it $100 retail price.

Let’s find another product. What we’ll do now is to reverse engineer some
already profitable products.

Let’s go to ebay and search for best sellers.

I found this one while digging through the top sellers.

Chiffon for women are selling really well these days.

It sells for $9 per piece. Let’s see if we can find something similar on
Alibaba.



So I did a search on Alibaba and I found this.

If we can get this for $5 per piece, we can sell it on Ebay for $10 and make a
profit of $2-$3 per piece. Shipping fee should be handle by the customer
because this is a cheap product. We won’t make that much profit selling one
or two of these, but if the quantity of people looking for this product is huge,
then we can make a killing by selling these chiffons.



China Town

Most cities today have a local China Town where you could find all kinds of
products sold by Chinese people. These products are cheap and can be resold
at a higher price online. Also, you don’t have to worry about shipping and
broken product problems because you’re going to see the product firsthand.

My suggestion to you is that you spend a few hours per week looking at
products to buy on ChinaTown. This could be your personal gold mine!



ALIEXPRESS.COM

This is the baby brother of ALIBABA

If you’re ordering retail, then this one is for you.

Try to look at the current best sellers and compare the prices on ebay.

If you can sell it for a higher amount, then by all means go for it!



Expanding Your Business

If you really want to grow your business faster, the best thing to do is to find
a category that makes a lot of money. Seems obvious but most sellers just sell
whatever the heck they want to sell. At first, you could do that. But if you
want to expand your business, the best way is to choose a niche or a market
and dominate it.

You may have to spend a good 6-12 months before you find your HOLY
GRAIL niche. Still, it’s worth the effort since you’ll have a better
understanding of your niche. If you can master the art of selling on one niche,
then you can repeat the system over and over again and do it again on other
niches.



Other resources

Here are other websites that I use on a daily basis.

Dhgate.com

Chinavasion.com

lightake.com

eforchina.com

chinabuye.com

tinydeal.com

lightinthebox.com



Chapter 3 - Creating an Ebay Listing

Once you find a product to sell, it’s time to post your listing for buyers to find
it.

These are the most important guidelines when listing your product:

A. Title

Do not copy and paste your product listing title. In fact, do not copy and paste
the whole listing that you got from your drop shipping websites.
Example.
KONIX Silicon Flexible 88 Keys Electric Roll Up Piano PN88S
You can re-write this as
88 Keys Electronic Piano Keyboard Flexible with touch Control Panel MIDI
Port
You don’t have to use the brand name but it still depends on what terms you
are targeting.
To know what terms to target, go to google keyword planner and look at the
top searches related to your product keyword.

B. Descriptions

If you just copy and paste your description, your competition will easily find
your suppliers. Re-write your description and make sure that it is unique and
enticing.

When you are writing your description, make sure that you hit their pain
center. How do you do that?

Let's say that you are selling a washing machine. The first thing that you
should do is find out the biggest problems people encounter when using the
washing machine. Go to google and search for biggest problems in using a
washing machine and VOILA! you now have every objection that you need
to nix in your product description.
Give the best features and benefits in the first few sentences of your listing.
Here’s an example of a washing machine product listing that’s selling very
well.

http://www.banggood.com/KONIX-Silicon-Flexible-88-Keys-Electric-Roll-Up-Piano-PN88S-p-971520.html
http://www.ebay.com/itm/88-Keys-Electronic-Piano-Keyboard-Flexible-with-touch-Controll-Panel-MIDI-Port-/271236471413?pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item3f26f41a75


C. Auction Type and Duration

- Always do BUY NOW.

- List items for 7 days at first and then extend to 30 if it is selling well.

D. Listing Time

Believe it or not, the time of your listing will have a huge effect on your
sales.
I always list my products Sunday night at 7:30 PM. By doing this, I’ll be able
to take advantage of the people searching at night where most people do their
online shopping.

E. Pictures

Make your picture standout. You don’t have to use an expensive camera, you
iphone will do! They key to a good product picture is the lights and the
background. I always do white background since it’s clean looking and looks
professional.

F. Videos

Another thing that you can add on your product description is a product demo
using video. This helps in increasing conversion since most buyers would



like to know first what the product looks like on hand, obviously you can’t
ship it without receiving the payment first. Good news is video is the second
best thing after the hands on experience of seeing the product.



Chapter 4– Search Engine Optimization for Ebay

If you did what I told you on the last chapter about product listing, then your
products will rank organically on Ebay. On this chapter, I’ll show you how
you can double your sales through Ebay SEO. We’ll basically rank your
product keywords on google. Google is the number one search engine in the
world and if you’re not taking advantage of it, then you are losing a
potentially huge income maker.

Why you should consider doing this?

If people type something on Google , say “  cheap washing machine” and
they saw your ebay page on the first page, do you think there would be a big
chance that they’ll buy from you? Of course!

Google is powerful! That’s why I told you that it can possibly double your
sales. I hope that you’re realizing how awesome EBAY + SEO is.

So how do you exactly do it?

Here is the step by step process:

A - Choose Your Keywords

First, you have to know what your product is for (duhh) , I really can’t
explain this without example so here’s one.

If you product is a Lxm1 Martin Guitar, then I have to know some facts
about the guitar. As an avid guitarist, I know that this kind of guitar is:

1.          A small guitar
2.        Is for beginners
3.        Ed Sheeran (musician) has his own model and he uses
this kind of guitar

Based on what I knew, my keywords could be:

A- Small guitar for beginners
B - Ed Sheeran Guitar
C - Small Guitars for sale



D - Ed Sheeran model guitar

Once I got my keywords, it’s time to rank them on Google.

B. Rank Them On Google

What we’ll do next is go to Fiverr.com and hire someone to send
backlinks to our ebay page.

Before we do that though, go grab your keywords and your ebay
product page url. You’ll get your product url by going to your LIVE
product listing.

Got it? great.
Now go to fiverr.com

Search for
“ backlinks”
“ social bookmarks”
“ high pr links”

Hire 5 different people to send links to your product listing page. it
would cost you not more than $25 to do this.



Just send him your keywords and your product listing url. He’ll do the
rest for you.

Make sure that the gig that you’ll get has many 4 or 5 star ratings and
reviews.  It may take 4-8 weeks for you to see results using this
strategy.

If you want an alternative and a faster way to rank, then you should
consider using Private Blog Network.

Basically, it’s a group of privately owned site by you linking to your
chosen url. It does cost a bit more ($100-$3000 depending on how
powerful your Private Blog Network (pbn) is).



Conclusion

So there you have it!

4 Simple steps you need to take to make money on Ebay.

It’s obviously doable and anyone can do it!

It’s not a get rich quick and it definitely requires some work on your part.

Selling on Ebay isn’t some kind of rocket science shit.

You don’t need to be a genius or “business expert” to do it.

Million have done it and you can do it too!

Good luck and I hope that you’ll take action.

All the best!
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